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Welcome to the 4th edition
of Safety Catch, from
the Aerodrome Safety &
Assurance Team, with a fresh
new look for 2018.

Aerodrome Safety

Since the last edition of Safety Catch, a lot has
happened. Running parallel to normal day-to-day
duties, we’ve needed to do things we’ve not done
before and remember how to perform tasks we
haven’t undertaken for a while.
The training of colleagues for
potential contingency roles and
recent snow events have been
testing. Using judgement to
deliver flexible solutions, whilst
maintaining the need for safety, is
what the operation does each day.

barriers mitigate the risk and why
it is safe. The main point is that a
healthy safety culture is one that
questions. Staff at all levels should
feel comfortable raising concerns
and have the skills and confidence
to do so in the appropriate way.

This is true whether our roles are
practical on the airfield or office
based. Whilst we’re comfortable
following these principles in
familiar scenarios, the difficulty
comes when the situations are
unfamiliar and we’re not sure
where the boundaries lie.

In a progressive safety culture these
principles apply across the board,
whether on the part of senior
leaders, operational colleagues or
on a peer to peer level. Knowing
how to challenge in a constructive
and meaningful manner is a
useful skill, so in this edition we’ve
produced a joint article on how
teams can better perform together.
Our thinking is that when teams
are high-performing, there’s more
trust, openness and respect, which
makes these discussions easier, and
eventually, normal.

There’s been examples of
constructive challenge where
concerns about safety have been
raised during both contingency
training and recent snow events.
In some cases, this had led to
changes and improvements. In
other cases, clarification has been
given explaining how the safety
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About this publication
Safety Catch is intended
purely for the advancement
of learning. It is designed
to stimulate thinking about
safety issues, highlight
scenarios which may not have
been trained for or occurred
before, and encourage open
discussion. It’s not about
apportioning blame, liability
or singling out any individuals
or organisations. Our aim is
to share learning from safety
occurrences.
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Teamwork is key to safety
A joint article co-authored by Susie
Foley, Airports Safety Improvement
Specialist (NATS) and Joe Audcent,
Aerodrome Safety Investigation
Manager (Heathrow).

The power of effective
teamwork is clear. It can
result in infinitely better
outcomes than working
individually, but sometimes
teams can be dysfunctional.
So what it is that creates a high
performing team, or what makes
someone a good team member?
Within aviation, the power of
teams to solve problems and handle
complex scenarios has long been
recognised. Programmes like Crew
Resource Management (CRM) and
its Air Traffic Control equivalent
Team Resource Management (TRM)
have been developed in response
to examples where poor teamwork
has been a prominent factor in
serious accidents.
Applying the principles of CRM/
TRM to airfield operations could
really improve safety and create
a more enjoyable way of working.
The principles extend beyond just
two people working together in
a vehicle.
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Whether looking at safety critical
roles such as flight crews and
surgical teams or successful sports
teams, there are several factors
which appear to be commonly
characteristic amongst high
performing teams:
1) Role clarity
People have clearly defined roles
and understand how their role fits
in with the rest of the team: Who
is doing what? When? Why? All
those in the team know what the
expectations are for them. In this
edition, a runway incursion event
shows how the workload increased
when confusion occurred.
2) Common goal
There’s a clear common goal –
everyone knows the purpose
of the team (e.g. to deliver a
safe and efficient airfield) which
unites the team in its efforts.
When communicating within
teams, clarifying the desired
outcome can significantly enhance
understanding, particularly when
briefing non-standard or complex
instructions. From an airfield
operations perspective, in a nonstandard marshalling duty, clarifying
with colleagues where you want the
aircraft to stop and face towards, is

likely to assist the understanding
of those involved and make the
task easier.
3) Communication is everything
High performing teams
communicate openly and coordinate effectively. Team members
share clear, concise and relevant
information to enable the whole
team to have an up-to-date, shared
picture of what is happening and
why. This helps achieve the two
characteristics mentioned above.
Due to the nature of the operation
at Heathrow, it’s common to be
communicating with colleagues
in ATC and APOC that you don’t
know and haven’t r met before.
This differs to smaller operational
environments, so thinking about
the manner in which you
communicate and even tone
of voice may help prevent
misunderstandings and confusion.
4) Adaptable and flexible
High performing teams
flexibly adapt to make sense
of and respond to challenging
circumstances and priorities.
This quality sits at the heart of
an effective and capable airfield
operations team.
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5) Challenge and new ideas
are welcomed
In high performing teams there is
a culture of constructive challenge,
irrespective of the experience level
or seniority (the so called ‘authority
gradient’). Challenge is viewed as
everyone’s responsibility and an
essential means of supporting the
team. Team members routinely
seek suggestions, feedback and
constructive criticism from other
team members. As an Airfield
Operations Officer, would you
be confident challenging a Senior
Airfield Officer if you’re about to
enter the runway without ATC
clearance, after misunderstanding
the instruction? As a Senior
Airfield Officer, do you create
an atmosphere where your
colleagues would feel comfortable
challenging you?
6) Mutual support
High performing teams ‘tune in’ to
one another and provide support
in dynamic and sometimes subtle
ways when things get difficult.
Team members ‘have each other’s
backs’, looking out for and
responding to signs of overload
or stress in each other. Airfield
Operations has a wide range
of capabilities and experience
levels - coaching one another
and providing encouragement
is a key component of a high
performing team.
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7) Respect
Each person is recognised as
an important part of the team,
listened to and valued for the
unique skills, experience and
knowledge they bring. Diversity
is seen as an advantage as it makes
the team stronger.

Full Emergency/Aircraft Ground
Incident/Local Standby or other
airfield incident, a debrief or ‘wash
up’ is often a useful way to review
performance and become a more
effective team.

8) Positive atmosphere
High performing teams create
a positive atmosphere, which
encourages free and open
communication. Within the context
of airfield operations, ‘the team’
extends far wider than immediate
colleagues and incorporates many
other teams collectively responsible
for delivering a safe, compliant
and efficient airfield. For example,
providing a welcoming and friendly
environment for contractors is
important because it builds trust
and rapport. People are more likely
to help find solutions and report
concerns openly and honestly in
this kind of environment, rather
than an environment where they
are not treated respectfully.

Becoming or maintaining
a high-performing team takes
work and practice, but the
reward is a more enjoyable
and fulfilling working
environment.

9) Always seek to learn
and improve
High performing teams regularly
examine how they are doing
and look to continually improve
their performance. They routinely
reflect on what went well,
what didn’t and what could be
done differently. Following a
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Adjoining Worksites
Adjacent worksites are
common, but can carry
additional risk as this
incident shows.
On the evening of 1st September
2017, two separate contractors
under different permits had a
requirement to work on Bravo
(NORTH) in Blocks 36-inner
and 30-inner. Both contractors
attended the DNR meeting where
their permits were signed. A leader
vehicle was allocated the task of
setting up the closure, which was
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BRAVO (North) between HOTEL
and LIMA with HOTEL and LIMA
remaining available. At the time,
there was a permanent worksite
on BRAVO (North) between Link 13
and JULIET.
An Airfield Operations Officer
in a leader vehicle contacted
GMC at 21:54Z to close the area,
incorporating both worksites and
the permanent worksite within
the area to be closed. The first
contractor marked their worksite
with cones and glims, followed
by the second approximately 20

minutes later. Both were supervised
by the AOO, correctly set up as
per the DNR map and ‘double
coned’. Prior to leading the second
contractor to worksite, the AOO
checked that the closure was
correctly annotated on the AGL
Panel relay screen, a direct feed from
the tower to the AOF Control Room
showing how closures have been
applied. The annotation was correct,
and so no further call to ATC was
made when the AOO led the second
contractor to the worksite.
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The contractor working at the
eastern end of the worksite
completed their work and
requested an inspection. Phoenix
was despatched for the handback,
believing both blocks 26-inner
and 30-inner would be ready.
On arrival, block 30-inner was
inspected for handback, but the
other contactor was still working
in block 26-inner. The following
transmission was made:1
On returning to the AOF, the AGL
Panel screen wasn’t checked.
Though it is customary for ASD
staff to check the screen following
a worksite set up or handback, it
is not a formal requirement and
may not always be possible. The
Airfield Desk is required to verify
the AGL relay screen as per Airside
Instruction ATI-15-001 – Closure
of Taxiways (Version 1.1 - issued
21st Sep 2015). Approximately
1 hr 30 later, Phoenix was
despatched again for further
handback. At 02:52Z, whilst inside
Block 26-inner performing the
inspection, the red stop bars were
dropped and a green route was lit
through the worksite. The green
route was for an A320 under tow
for stand 141 in the KILO (North)
cul-de-sac. The aircraft was on
BRAVO (North) approaching the
worksite from the east.
Phoenix radioed the AOF control
room, who in turn contacted the
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1

118.7

02/09/2017

00:23:12

Phoenix

Tower from Phoenix

00:22:23

118.7 BB

Phoenix

00:22:24

Phoenix

Tower I’d like to hand back block Thirty Inner at uh
up near Kilo North on the uh just tiny bit near bravo

00:22:34

118.7 BB

Uh Phoenix thanks very much

Transmission between Phoenix and ATC
(118.700 Bandboxed)

ASMGCS image at the time of the incident

ATC by phone. ATC instructed the
aircraft to hold position.
The investigation found
that l causal factors were
miscommunication and an
inconsistent approach to the
closure and reopening of
worksites. The handback to ATC
by Phoenix was unclear and the
combination of taxiways and block
numbers allowed for confusion.

From an ATC perspective, this
area was closed and subsequently
handed back as one worksite. They
did not have any way of knowing
that two separate worksites existed
within the closed area. Had ATC
known, two separate blocks side
by side could have been used
to show the closure on the
AGL panel.
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Safety recommendations
include:
• Standardising the practical
closure and opening of adjoining
worksites via published written
guidance.
• Formalising the requirement for
taxiway closures and handbacks
to be described to ATC using the
taxiway lettering system and not
block numbers.
• Reiterating the requirement for
the AGL panel screen in the AOF
to be double checked.
Analysis
Staff responsible for setting up
worksites (i.e. generally Leader
duties) are very rarely the same as
those responsible for the handback
of the worksite (i.e. usually
Checker, Phoenix or Seagull).
The DNR meeting, where
contractors discuss and agree their
work for the night at the discretion
of the AfDM, is not attended by
any of these positions.
Best endeavours are often made
to read the relevant AWIs, permits
and brief the details to staff
attending worksites. However, with
up to 30 separate worksites on
the average weekday nightshift,
and under current arrangements,
there being no way of knowing in
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advance which worksites will be
allocated to who - the prospect
of reading all the necessary
documentation and co-ordinating
everything in the most effective
way possible is more ambitious
than realistic.
Following recent investigations,
it has been recognised, that our
current way of controlling airfield
works is not necessarily fit for
purpose today, nor able to cope
when we reach peak periods of
airfield development. A project
has been running through
2017 and will continue in 2018
to improve the situation with
regards to Control of Works.
Currently the areas of focus have
been around forward planning
and deconfliction, tightening
of procedures and improving
the information contained
within permits and the works
programmes. This has seen
the implementation of a new
Integrated Works Programme, as
well as the impending release of
new Control of Works procedures.
Throughout 2018, there will be a
focus on developing a Daily Works
plan in advance, improving the use
of resource to deliver the works
plan and taking back more control
over the closure of worksites.

Learning Points Best Practice
• If you aren’t sure how a
worksite should be set up, or
you need more information
on what was agreed with
a contactor at the DNR
meeting, don’t be afraid to
seek clarification from the
Airfield Desk or the AfDM to
help your understanding and
wait until you have it.
• For adjacent worksites which
are separate, close them
separately so that the AGL
panel can be annotated to
reflect this. Ensure double
coning takes place in case
one finishes before the other.
• Consider sharing additional
information on how nonstandard closures have been
set up and described to ATC
to help colleagues with the
handback.
• The Toughbook tablets in
the vehicle can be used to
access the AWIs to help
understanding. An electronic
version of the DNR map can
also be viewed on the device
which some find easier to use
then paper because you can
zoom in.
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Runway Incursion on 27R
Confusion over which
vehicles were on the
runway during a
birdstrike event .

Nonetheless, Combi followed the
instruction and contacted ATC for
permission to enter using the correct
phraseology, but a different callsign
to what was expected.3

On the morning of Saturday 8th
Combi used the callsign ‘Sweeper
July, a departing Boeing 777-300
1’ because the callsign ‘Combi’ did
experienced a birdstrike on 27R.
not feature on the list of approved
Multiple racing pigeon carcasses
callsigns in MATS Part 2. The driver
were scattered across the midbelieved this meant that ‘Combi’
point of the runway. Seagull was
could not be used, and that ATC
patrolling in Grass Area 3 and after
would be unable or reluctant to
witnessing the birdstrike, suspended issue a clearance. He elected to use
Combi 1 (RX09 HVE)
the runway in under a minute.
‘Sweeper 1’ which he knew was an
Seagull contacted the Airfield Desk
approved callsign.
to request assistance, and a number
2
of vehicles responded. Some
Seagull
Can we have some extra bags brought out please
vehicles were specifically requested,
Combi
Seagull Combi
such as Combi, others, such as
Combi
Seagull Combi
Scavenger and two Sweepers
Airfield
Desk
*Transmission Unreadable*
vehicles volunteered. Two leader
Seagull
Combi go
vehicles and a Ranger also attended,
contacting ATC to enter the runway
Combi
Yeah can I enter 27 right
in the normal manner.
Seagull
Yeah give the tower a call
One of the first vehicles to arrive
was Combi, which was given an
erroneous instruction from Seagull
to contact ATC for permission to
enter the runway.2
Seagull was seeking to prevent
a runway incursion, but failed to
remember that ASD-T drivers do
not hold the required ‘R’ ADP.

Transcript of Channel 961 Radio
3

08:05:14

SWEEPER 1

Heathrow Tower, Sweeper 1.

08:05:15

AIR N 118.7

Sweeper 1, Tower?

08:05:18

SWEEPER 1

Permission to enter 27R at A9E

08:05:23

AIR N 118.7

Sweeper 1 enter 27R

08:05:26

SWEEPER 1

Sweeper 1 entering now, thank you.

08:05:45

LEADER 5

Tower Leader 5 is holding short of A9E to enter.

08:05:49

AIR N 118.7

Leader 5 enter 27R

Transcript of ATC Northern Runway Frequency (118.700

Towards a Just Culture
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4

5
NATS—Commercial in Confidence

GMC (10.1)

Heathrow Airport—MATS Part 2

Table 2
NATS

ATC Vehicle

PIXIE

Aerodrome Authority

Airside Systems

WORKS 1 to 41 (The suffix "A",
"B" etc may be used by works
teams operating away from the
vehicle itself).

Water Services

WATER 1 to 40

Technical Services

WORKS 50

Airside Electrical Manager

WORKS 51

Civil Engineering Contractors

CIVILS 1 to 4, 6 to 18

Airside Civil Engineering Manager CIVILS 5

Note: Combi does not
appear in the list of
vehicle callsigns under
the ‘MT’ heading

Service Clearance Manager

CIVILS 19

Electricians

JP 1 to 8

Pavement Team

PROJECT

Fire Section

FIRE 1 to 11
FIRE 20

Glim Laying Vehicle

OPS 20

ASD

CHECKER, SEAGULL, PHOENIX,
Friction Tester

Airside Operations Manager

OPS 1

DFM

OPS 4

AfDM

OPS 3

AFM

Flow 1

Spare Ops Mgmt

OPS 2

Landscape Office

LANDMARK 1 and 2

Marshalling Section

LEADER 1 to 15

MT

LIBERTY 1 to 10
MT
SCAVENGER
SWEEPERS 1 to 6
SICARD 1 to 13
DE-ICER
RED 1 and 2
TRACKJET
SNOW TRACTOR 1 to 12

Motor Transport Mechanics

Fitter 1-3

Operations

SADO - Airport Duty Manager
CHEF 1, 2 & 4-8 allocated to
specific vehicles
KODAK - Airport Photographer

Security

HALSEC 1 to 4

GMC-26

Note: Combi xx has
been added to the
list of vehicle callsigns
under the ASD heading

Edition 1/17
Publication Date 1 March 2017
Obsolete from 01 September 2017

This extract from the Safety Investigation Report shows the list of approved callsigns in MATS Part 2 (Edition 1.17)
valid from 01 March 2017 to 01 September 2017.4
On 7th July 2017, the day before the incident took place, SI 019.17 EGLL (Effective 07/07/2017) was issued. The
omission had been picked up by the aerodrome operator and ‘Combi’ was added to the list of approved callsigns.
However, this information was not promulgated to drivers in ASD/T. This meant the driver of Combi was unaware
and chose to use a callsign which was known to him as being approved.5

Towards a Just Culture
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A few minutes after Combi entered 6 Airfield Desk
the runway using the callsign
Seagull
‘Sweeper 1’, the actual Sweeper
Airfield Desk
1 contacted Seagull requesting
permission to enter the runway.6
Sweeper 1
The runway incursion was caused
when Seagull inadvertently gave
approval for Sweeper 1 to enter
the runway.7

Do you know roughly how many pigeons for the pilot’s information?
I would say roughly probably 10 to 12 maybe more erm
Okay that’s fine
Seagull Sweeper 1 could you give me permission to come onto the
runway at A9

Seagull

Yeah that’s approved

Sweeper 1

Alrite I’m entering now Alpha 9 Echo

7

Sweeper 1 (AJ16 UBE)

ASMGCS image (08:06:37) showing Sweeper 1 entering Runway 27R via A9E

Contrary to the transmission from
Seagull, Sweeper 1 did not have
positive clearance from ATC to
enter the runway (However, the
callsign ‘Sweeper 1’ had been given
positive clearance from ATC as the
callsign had been erroneously been
used by Combi, who was on the
runway having called ATC to enter).
This prompted a transmission
from ATC to ascertain which vehicle
had entered the runway. Several

Towards a Just Culture

exchanges between ATC and a
number of different vehicles took
place, which generated confusion
as to which vehicle was which,
and who had permission to enter.
There were a total of 7 vehicles
on the runway by this point, with
ASD personnel and the Air Traffic
Controller struggling to maintain
situational awareness.
A number of safety
recommendations were made.
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Safety recommendations
include:
• To improve Command & Control
at incidents on a Live Runway
the Head of Airfield Operations
should consider the introduction
of a SOP to clarify access to the
live runway(s), at the same time
reviewing Command & Control
to define the role of the SAOs
to oversee events, where multiple
vehicles are required to enter
simultaneously.
• The Head of Safety & Standards
is to ensure that the list
of approved call-signs are
promulgated appropriately
via OSI. The Head of Airfield
Operations is to ensure that
vehicle drivers in ASD are aware
of the approved list, and of
their role in using appropriate
call-signs.
• Review, in consultation with ATC,
the benefits to fit transponders
to key operational ASD vehicles.
• Ensure all ASD-T ‘M’ ADP
holders are re-briefed on the
risks associated with operating
beyond the parameters of
their ‘M’ ADPs and calling
ATC for runway access (even if
erroneously instructed to do so).
Also reiterate that freeranging
without the ability to monitor
ATC is not permissible.
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Analysis
The initial response from ASD was
prompt with Seagull on the runway
within a minute of the birdstrike
being reported. The runway was
suspended in line with procedure
and the correct phraseology was
used in a clear and concise manner.
As the response got underway,
it became i unclear whether the
Airfield Desk, or Seagull, was
responsible for the co-ordination
of the response. Best endeavours
were made, but situational
awareness was lost and too many
vehicles for this type of event
responded. Staff were unsure of
the correct course of action for
obtaining runway access. The
drivers of the Sweeper vehicles
operated beyond the parameters
of their ‘M’ ADPs by freeranging to
the runway without the ability to
monitor ATC. Sweeper vehicles are
fitted with one UHF radio, which
were being used to communicate
on Channel 961. This meant
they were also unable to monitor
the runway frequency and were
dependent upon another vehicle,
in this case, Seagull - to
co-ordinate access for them.

In this incident, ASD and ASD-T
personnel were not following any
established protocol. Whilst under
pressure, a series of human errors
were made, which in conjunction
with the system errors, led to
a runway incursion.
This is in contrast to an aircraft
emergency scenario, where
defined procedures are followed,
enabling a more co-ordinated
approach – considerably
reducing the potential for
runway incursions. ASOP-15-007
(Allocation of Equipment Assembly
Points) dated 18th Feb 2015
includes guidance on the allocation
of an ASD vehicle, whos purpose
is to escort non-R ADP vehicles to
the runway. It states “It is critical
that all procedures associated
with the EAP are carried out in the
prescribed manner and that only
equipment / personnel requested
….are brought forward”.

There is no written information
or guidance on how this type of
scenario should be managed.
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Learning Points
& Best Practice
• In the ‘heat of the moment’
remember to think about
the correct callsign before
transmitting – a number of
small errors with incorrect
callsigns involving Leader
vehicle numbers and
Sweeper numbers collectively
contributed to the confusion
in this incident.
• If you don’t have the ability
to monitor ATC in your
vehicle, irrespective of the
type of Airside Driving
Permit you hold, you are not
permitted to freerange on
the manoeuvring area.
•D
 on’t forget to check you
have the correct PPE and
equipment required to deal
with bird remains in your
vehicle at the start of your
duty. Easily forgotten, but
troublesome to deal with if
you have to respond without.

Towards a Just Culture
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Safety Alerts
There have been two Safety Alerts issued recently.
All Safety Alerts are available at Heathrow.com/airside

5th October 2017
ASWorks_SA_002

Safety Alert

Version 1.7

Working on Airbridges without activation of
Airside Works Permit

Safety Alert

Safe use of Uncontrolled Crossings
Background

Safety Alert

Learning from AAIB Report into pushback
incident at another airport

28th December 2017
ASGrOps_SA_005
V0.2

During the past three months, there have been three separate incidents on the Uncontrolled
Crossing at Grass Area 20 where vehicles have stopped beyond the stop mark.
The purpose of this Safety Alert is to remind drivers of the correct use of uncontrolled crossings.

Background
During the previous six months, there have been six incidents recorded of works/maintenance
being conducted on airbridges without activation of the relevant Airside Works Permit.
This poses a serious safety risk to personnel and aircraft. It also causes disruption to the
operation when aircraft are unable to park on their allocated stand.
Correct Procedure
Prior to any work, which is defined as any activity which involves moving the airbridge outside
of its designated area, the relevant Airside Works Permit must be activated.
Note: Extension of Pre-Conditioned Air (PCA) hoses across the stand is included in
the definition of work.
The Airside Safety Department (ASD) are the only department which can activate the Airside
Works Permit and are contactable on 0208 745 1768 (24 hr). Upon activation of the Airside
Works Permit, ASD will contact the Aircraft Operations Unit (AOU) to close the stand.

Fig 1: Final position of tug and aircraft

In two incidents, taxiing aircraft came to a stop. In one incident, the wing of a taxiing aircraft
passed over the top of an Electric Baggage Tug during low visibility.
Grass Area 20 Uncontrolled Crossing

Fig 2: Head of retaining pin and
locating holes for failed shear pins

Introduction

There is a roadway linking the two uncontrolled crossings. Drivers must respect the fact there
are two separate crossings and STOP at the STOP sign on the roadway. When Lane 1 is full,
Lane 2 is to be used.

The AAIB have issued an accident report following an incident which occurred at Manchester
Airport. The purpose of this Safety Alert is to share the findings and safety actions with the
ground handling community at Heathrow using content from the AAIB report.

Alternative Routes

Description of Incident

The Airside Road Tunnel linking the Central Terminal Area to Terminal 5 should be used in
preference to the crossing. The principle applies to all uncontrolled crossings where it is
possible to use a tunnel instead.

On the 3rd March 2017, an Airbus A320 was pushing back when the shear pins on the towbar
fractured. The ground crew heard a noise and checked the towbar but did not discover the
broken shear pins, so the pushback continued and engines were started.

STOP at the STOP sign
The tarmac surface beyond the STOP mark is NOT to be used for stopping to give way – this
space forms part of the taxiway, and is provided for wingtip clearance.

Working on Airbridges
without activation of Airside
Works Permit
Following a number of incidents,
a Safety Alert was issued.
Terminal Engineering Teams have
delivered toolbox talks to brief the
requirement. To support
Engineering and contractors, and
help keep them safe, the
co-ordination between ASD and
AOU is important. ASD are required
to liaise with AOU prior to activating
the Airside Works Permit. Stand
status should always be formally
confirmed, and the permit activated
on the system.
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Safe Use of
Uncontrolled Crossings
A number of near hits were raised
by ASD when vehicles stopped
beyond the stop mark and entered
the hatched area at Grass Area
20 The wing of an A320 passed
over a Baggage Tug during low
visibility and in two other cases
aircraft stopped on the taxiway
fearing a collision. This crossing is
different in terms of design layout.
It is believed the hatched area
markings, in place since 2006,
may have been contributing to
the confusion.

Learning from AAIB Report
into pushback incident at
another airport
The AAIB have issued an accident
report following an incident which
occurred at Manchester Airport.
The purpose of the Safety Alert
issued by the Ramp Team is to
share the findings and safety
actions with the ground handling
community at Heathrow using
content from the AAIB report. On
the 3rd March 2017, an Airbus
A320 was pushing back when
the shear pins on the towbar
fractured. The AAIB made three
recommendations following the
incident relating to best practice for
ground handling agents to follow.
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And Finally
Checker responded to a FOD
radar activation on 27R and
retrieved a small bolt. The
team took the bolt to an airline
engineering department to see
if the item could be identified.
The engineers confirmed that the
item was a component belonging
to either an A330 or A340 series
aircraft. A-CDM was interrogated
to see if any of these aircraft
types had landed shortly before
the activation – an Airbus A330300 on Stand 325 was identified.
The bolt was handed over to the
airline’s engineering department.
An Inspection revealed that the
bolt and a washer were indeed
missing from the wing support
structure. The aircraft was delayed
whilst maintenance took place
on the aircraft to make it safe
for flight. Further checks of
the runway and taxiway were
conducted in the hope of finding
the washer, but it was not
recovered. The Checker team,
AfDM and Aircraft Operations
Unit (Stand Allocation) worked
together as a team to deliver
a successful and safe outcome.
A comprehensive and detailed
OMRA report allowed the MOR
submission to be made quickly.
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Update
The Safety & Assurance Team
will be moving from the ATC
Control Tower to the AOF in
January. This will enable us to
interact with the operation
on a daily basis. Lisa Allen
joined the team at the start of
2018 as an Aerodrome Safety
Investigation Manager,working
alongside Joe Audcent and
Ricky Oakes. We aim to make
ourselves available to talk
about any aerodrome safety
issue or queries so please feel
free to come and talk to us.

If you have any ideas for
future editions, or perhaps a
safety event you think others
could learn from, please feel
free to get in touch.
Contact us:
airside_safety@heathrow.com
Heathrow.com/airside
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